NEW

PRODUCT
in our offer

Set of round and half round HSS saw blades for cutting
wide range of materials with oscillating power tools.
Half round blade is dedicated especially to cutting materials
in hard-to-reach areas.

Oscillating saw blades
used for multifunctional power tools

MATERIAL - made of high quality HSS-DMo5 subjected to heat treatment, which ensures
a homogenous material structure, high hardness (63-65HRC) and resistance to abrasion,
maintaining adequate elasticity of the blade at the same time.
LESS CUTTING RESISTANCE - thin HM-tip (kerf) of blade – 0,5mm only, guarantees less
cutting resistance which makes cutting much easier and effortless.

UNI HOLE - universal hole enables fixing of the blade in the most of power tools available
of the market.
UNIVERSAL USAGE - ability to cut wide range of materials, starting from hard materials
such as steel, ending at soft ones such as plastic.

FP152

Oscillating HSS saw blades used for multifunctional power tools MULTI CUT type
FEATURES / BENEFITS:
made of high quality steel HSS-DMo5 (SW7M)
production of tools using the newest technologies:
- heat treatment ensures optimal hardness and structure o

- grinding teeth which guarantees long tool life and ensures optimal working conditions
thin HM-tip (kerf) of blade – 0,5mm only, guarantees less cutting resistance which makes
cutting much easier
symmetrical tooth form 60º is an optimal solution for oscillating cutting of various materials
e by FEIN, AEG, Milwaukee,
BOSCH, DREMEL, ROCKWELL, CRAFTSMAN, MASTERCRAFT

APPLICATION:
dedicated especially to cutting materials such as sheet steel and metals (including colour
ones), plastics and composites, wood and wood derived materials, some of building
materials, i.e. sandwich panels, plasterboards, etc.
sheet steel to 1mm thickness, metals (including colour ones)
and PVC to 4mm thickness, wood and wood derived materials to 10mm thickness
half-round saw blades thanks to its shape allows to cut in hard-to-reach places, i.e.
right next to the wall
designed for multifunctional oscillating power tools MULTI CUT or MULTI TOOLS type
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Oscillating saw blades – round 83x0,50/200t

FP152-0083-0000

Oscillating saw blades – half round 83x0,50/133t

1

Information:
- a set includes round saw blade 83x0,50 /200t – 1 piece and half round saw blade 83x0,50 /133t – 1 piece;
- bulk packaging: 10 sets
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Oscillating HSS saw blades used for multifunctional power tools MULTI CUT type
FEATURES / BENEFITS:

made of high quality steel HSS-DMo5 (SW7M)
production of tools using the newest technologies:
- heat treatment ensures optimal hardness and structure of material maintaining
- grinding teeth which guarantees long tool life and ensures optimal working conditions
thin HM-tip (kerf) of blade - 0,5mm only, guarantees less cutting resistance which makes
cutting much easier
symmetrical tooth form 60 degrees is an optimal solution for oscillating cutting
of various materials
e by FEIN, AEG, Milwaukee,
BOSCH, DREMEL, ROCKWELL, CRAFTSMAN, MASTERCRAFT

APPLICATION:
dedicated especially to cutting materials such as sheet steel and metals (including
non-ferrous ones), plastics and composites, wood and wood derived materials, some
of building materials, i.e. sandwich panels, plasterboards, etc.
sheet steel to 1mm thickness, metals (including colour ones)
and PVC to 4mm thickness, wood and wood derived materials to 10mm thickness
dhalf-round saw blades thanks to its shape allows to cut in hard-to-reach places, i.e.
right next to the wall
designed for multifunctional oscillating power tools MULTI CUT or MULTI TOOLS type
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Oscillating saw blades - large 76x30x0,50 t=1,2

FP152-0076-0000

Oscillating saw blades - narrow 76x15,4x0,50 t=1,2

1

Information:
- a set includes wide oscillating saw blade 76x30x0,50 t=1,2 - 1 pc and narrow oscillating saw blade 76x15,4x0,50 t=1,2 - 1 pc
- bulk packing - 1or 10 sets

Choose the most convenient way to o rder
by phone
+48 33 82 80 922 / 926 / 921

by e-mail
e-sales@wapienica.pl

by fax
+48 33 48 80 521

from the online store
7 days a week, 24 hours/day
www.globus-wapienica.com

Fabryka Pił i Narzędzi WAPIENICA Sp. z o.o. T. Regera 30 st., 43-382, Bielsko-Biała, Poland
ph.: +48 33 82 80 800 fax: +48 33 48 80 521 eksport@wapienica.pl

visit the points of sale
Top Hurt, Top Serwis, PH, Koelner, Rawlplug

www.globus-wapienica.com

